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-Greeters to welcome members, visitors and guests (pre-assigned and rotates with each
meeting)
-Treasurer or Assistant Treasurer to assist visitors with payment & temporary
-special introduction of Visiting Rotarians and Guests (by name)
-Thank you to Visiting Rotarians and Cuests for attending your meeting (from
-Members share fellowship before being seated
-Everyone makes the effort to sit with different members gnd guests at weekly meetings
-All guests and the speaker are given one of our Club Brochures
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-Members seem genuinely happy to see each other
-You can feel the warmth in the room
-All visitors and guests are welcomed and included...no matter where they sit
-The membership has fun with each other
-"Happy Bucks" are shared (good news to share since the last meeting)

[Money raised for Club Foundation, The Rotary Foundation, PolioPlus, etc.)
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-The weekly meetings start and end of time
-The program/speaker begins and ends on time, with the pre-determined allocation
of time given to the speaker (prior to the meeting day)

-Announcements are informational I educational I motivational
-The Club President works from a prepared agenda, not off the cuff
-Members are thanked for their service on projects or programs since the last meeting
-Reports of the Club's Board of Directors meeting are shared with the entire membership
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-All members understand the responsibilities of their membership
-When inducted, new members are asked to make a commitment to a project, program
or "active" committee (a list of each is provide prior to a new member induction)

-Your Club has an active group of "mentors" who have been properly trained with your
Club's traditions as well as the programs of Rotary International and The Rotary Foundation

-"Mentors" are aware of their new mentee prior to the new member's induction
-All members have a'Job"
-Networking between members is encouraged
-Members are asked to share their'locations" through Club projects and programs
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-We care about a member who has missed at least two consecutive meetings
-Any member who misses two consecutive meetings is called-to be sure everything is OK
and to let them know they have been missed.
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